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RENOLIT Ondex

Our solutions for sports facilities and open sport
Use your installations in all weathers!



New concept: OPEN SPORT

NIOX tennis court in Paris (France - 75)
Product: GRECA 70/18 diffusing ivory

Wimille play area in Paris (France - 75)
Product: GRECA 70/18 crystal and translucent

Boules pitch in Mondaverzan (France - 31)
Product: EURO 92 translucent

 Field to be used in all weather conditions!

 Reduced operating costs

 Lasting and anti UV light structure

Playground multisport in Saint Denis (France - 93)
Product: EURO 92 Translucent

Playground multisport in Saint Denis (France - 93)
Product: EURO 92 Translucent



Covered tennis courts  Boules pitches  Stadiums  Gymnasiums   
Riding schools  Multisport facilities   Play areas   Stands 

Gymnasium in Rouxmesnil (France - 76)
Product: EURO 92 translucent

Tennis court in Saint Medart en Jalles (France - 33) 
Product: GRECA 70/18 diffusing ivory 

Les bleuets sports complex in Flins/Seine (France - 78)
Product: 4.250.40 translucent

Equestrian centre in Marcq en Baroeul (France - 59)
Product: GO 177/51 translucent

 Suitable for cold bending 

 Approval for establishments  
   open to public

 1200 joules certificate

 Fire rating: B s1 d0

 Hail rating: RG 5

 Ten-year warranty 
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RENOLIT Ondex

Shock resistance Fire rating: B s1 d0 Light transmission Hail resistance Low temperature 
resistance

Chemical resistance*

List available on request

100 % recyclable

7 good reasons for choosing RENOLIT ONDEX sheets

High Resistance PVC sheet
0.5 Kg ball thrown from a height of 20 m 

The information contained in this document is provided in good faith, solely for purposes of 
information. It is based on the state of our knowledge at the time of writing. This information 
cannot be considered as a suggestion to use our products in contradiction to existing patents, 
national or local laws or rules. The purchaser alone ensures that he will meet the duty to 
provide information and advice to the final user.
Possible non-compliance on the part of the purchaser with these rules, instructions and duties 
can under no circumstances engage our
responsibility.
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Wimille play area in Paris (France - 75)
Product: GRECA 70/18 crystal and translucent

High school in Marmande (France - 47)
Product: GRECA 70/18 crystal

Equestrian centre in Draveil (France  - 91)
Products : GRECA 70/18 crystal & GO 177/51 translucent

Covered playground in a high school in Bordeaux (France - 33)
Product: GRECA 70/18 translucent 


